
Evoque offers a range of cloud-enabled data centers for hosting data,
because everyone needs the cloud, just not every application. 

Evoque's high-performance colocation environments are designed for the most demanding
workloads and ideal for blended infrastructures. Facilities are conveniently located globally,
close to where you need them, maximizing performance and minimizing latency in an
application-first environment.

While some workloads are ideally suited for the cloud, others such as Enterprise Resource
Management, storage-intensive, and legacy applications, can be more cost effective in cloud-
enabled colocation. 

Colocation provides the ideal solution for organizations that find their existing on-prem
environments lack fast, reliable cloud connectivity, and struggle to meet ever-increasing
demands for internet bandwidth. Freedom to shift workloads between platforms enables
organizations to solve for these challenges.
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Secure cloud-enabled colocation 

Colocation is expected to
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Extend your blended infrastructure with quick and easy deployments of preconfigured or custom cabinets in a secure and
reliable environment. Add or remove cabinets as needed and benefit from extensive connectivity options.

Private cages provide additional security, including integrated access control and the flexibility to add cabinets within your
reserved space for future expansion. Secure your cage with additional options, including biometrics, enclosed roof and
floors, and flexibility to add cameras that view the inside of your cage.

Suites offer the ideal environment to build personalized data centers without taking on facility management and
maintenance overhead. Evoque has a wide range of locations with available shell space and expansion capabilities that can
be tailored to your specific needs.

Evoque has over 20 years experience serving the colocation needs of industries such as financial services, manufacturing,
healthcare, high-tech, and more. From tailored colocation, including preconfigured cabinets & cages, to custom-built suites,
Evoque facilities allow physical hosting close to your required locations or public cloud zones, which maximizes performance and
minimizes latency. 

Cabinets 

Cages

Suites

Continuity and performance are critical to any business, our colocation facilities are designed to be fully redundant, with a
minimum of N+1 power generation, UPS switching, facility cooling, and Very Early Smoke Detection Apparatus (VESDA). 

Access to facilities is only permitted by authorized individuals, facilities provide 24x7 onsite security, alarm, and CCTV
monitoring with 90-day storage of video and access history. Mantraps, key, access card, and hand bio-scanner are used for
authentication.

Our locations meet or exceed the compliance requirements you expect of data centers, including ISO27001, SOC 1, 2 & 3, PCI
DSS, ISAE3401, CDCMP Certified, and help businesses meet industry security regulations, including NIST-800, PCI & HIPAA. 

Evoque has implemented multiple sustainability initiatives to reduce greenhouse emissions, from installing local solar and
fuel cell power generation, increasing cooling efficiencies, and sourcing utility power from green sources.

Application-first portability requires seamless connectivity. Evoque's connectivity solutions and carrier neutral facilities
provide fast, low latency connectivity to the internet, cloud, and other data centers, facilitating the rapid transportation of
data regardless of where an application is deployed. 
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TAKING A DEEPER LOOK

The cloud is for everyone, but not every application.
COLOCATION

MULTI-GENERATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE™ STRATEGY

Facilities you can trust with your workloads.
CAPABILITIES
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